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Making a Music Major: Evaluating the Performance Degree 

 A step on the road to Carnegie Hall or a slippery slope to playing at the mall? While 

controversy surrounds the music performance degree, few contend it does not entail life in a 

windowless practice room.  Seeking jobs in a struggling American economy, music majors often 

wonder why they embark to climb such a mountain long before they set foot on a college campus.   

 Collaborative and concentrated musical studies provide accomplished young musicians with 

strenuous but rewarding career preparation.  Advanced musical training helps students develop 

expansive performance and critical thinking skills.  Barbra Weidlein, an author of MajoringinMusic.com 

and a music graduate’s parent, notes that students receive “a safety net where [they] can test the 

waters and experiment with new areas of music.” Employing constructive criticism, advanced music 

programs occupy qualified teachers who skillfully supply “professional feedback and support” to 

expand student musicianship (Weidlein). Concentrated studies also provide students appropriate 

environments to cultivate musical talents. Writing her 2010 Doctoral Dissertation, Stacy Jennifer 

Vatne interviewed Michigan State University College of Music undergraduate students (66, 68).  

Synthesizing sixteen performance majors’ comments, she observes emotional language’s presence in 

their “musical activity” descriptions (Vatne 104). This emotional connection allows students to 

pursue musical careers avidly; student Emma noted, “Music is really serious to us … it’s not just a 

hobby” (qtd. in Vatne 184).  Combining love for music and commitment to excellence, young 

performers need strong technical skills. Requiring years of developmental practice, basic proficiency 

provides underpinnings for advanced techniques and enhanced repertoire.  Cleveland Institute of 
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Music Professor Jo Anne Caputo speaks for many music experts when she notes, “Most 

performance majors entering college have already been ‘performance majors’ in high school” (qtd in 

“Majors- Music Performing- Arts Performing”).  As she presents training that conservatories and 

college music schools offer, Caputo highlights the pre-college work music majors need.  Students 

pursuing focused instruction must not learn scales on the spot, but master etudes by the day.   

 Music performance degree programs embody extensive collaborative and concentrated 

musical studies. Explaining opportunities for budding instrumentalists and promising vocalists, the 

College Board’s BigFuture website describes the music performance major’s “weekly music lessons, 

endless scales and arpeggios, ear training classes, nightly rehearsals, recitals for friends and family, 

and juries with faculty members” (“Majors- Music Performing- Arts Performing”). Writing in the 

periodical Strings, Louise Lee observes that these performance obligations require “massive practice, 

rehearsal, and privatelesson [sic] demands” (52). Acknowledging that Bachelor of Music degrees 

stipulate endless practice hours, many musicians also recall university music study’s ensemble 

experiences. Noting her favorite music school element, Dr. Amy Foster, who holds an Eastman 

School of Music Doctor of Musical Arts degree, loved “being around so many other gifted and 

talented musicians and being challenged by them.” Foster’s partiality to collaboration connects with  

music students’ noting their College of Music’s sense of “home” and of “family” (Kyle and Zinnia 

qtd. in Vatne 151).  Holoman’s 1971 study describes a graduate student whose advanced musical 

ensemble experience developed his musical knowledge, his performance abilities, and his established 

repertoire set (Holoman 25 qtd. in Vatne 47).  While combining family atmosphere with 

collaborative growth, ensemble studies augment focused music performance programs. Perceiving 

the focus’s intensity, Vatne humorously remarks that, with six interviewees linking performance 

studies to various animals, “One wonders if the humanity of the music performance majors is lost a 

little in the pursuit of the music performance degree” (144).  Stressing a more serious sign of the 
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concentration, BigFuture emphasizes strong music programs’ valuing productive criticism (“Majors-

Music Performing-Arts Performing”).  These conclusions add weight to the argument that music 

performance programs provide laborious but beneficial training that advanced music students seek.      

   Music performance degree programs provide accomplished young musicians with strenuous 

but rewarding career preparation.  While often misconceived by parents and commonly disregarded 

by university powers, these studies augment well-developed pre-college musical skills to develop 

career-ready musicians. Demanding more than fervor for the field, “majoring in music does require 

some degree of preparedness…Not all students are prepared for formal study of music at the college 

level,” argues Gloria J. Knight in a Teaching Music article. Validating this view, Gabriel Cabezas, an 

accomplished young cellist, suggests repertoire development’s importance in “forming a historical 

framework of style, musicality, technique, and beauty” that “application to a conservatory or 

university” requires (57). Classical pianist, author, and music critic Charles Rosen would agree with 

Cabezas’s repertoire expansion ideas because he claims performance students graduate with “a 

repertory of at best only four programs” that “amounts to about five hours of…music” (95).   

Knight’s additional advice that strong instructor-student relationships benefit budding performers 

complements Cabezas’s and Rosen’s comments to highlight how appropriate foundations prepare 

students for music school’s expansive career preparation.   

While parents and peers many feel that performance degrees provide only solo literature 

experience, the degree’s varied features proves otherwise. Understanding its controversy, Lee cites 

college expert Lloyd Peterson, who notes, “Parents of kids with roomfuls of music awards are 

deathly afraid of a BM. They’re terrified that at age 22, if you change your mind, what are you going 

to do with a BM?” (qtd. in Lee 52) Expressing how music performance programs can impose 

limited repertoire and cookie-cutter policies, Rosen aggravates other career concerns (95). While 

Lee’s cited expert and Rosen present interesting and deliberate claims, alternative assessments reveal 
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that the performance degree provides effective, varied career tools. Commenting on practical skill 

development, Lee argues that “writing abilities in particular are crucial, since [music students will] 

likely be writing everything from grant proposals and program notes to fundraising letters” (51).  

Noting that music graduates must develop strong contact networks, Dr. Foster explains another 

important employment resource, which experienced faculty and celebrated guest artists can readily 

offer. Moreover, working in ensembles and evaluating performances, music majors use critical 

thinking skills and social abilities that other graduates may lack. Weidlein cites the myriad music 

classes and business courses that combine with “maturation” to prepare career musicians.  While a 

performance degree’s benefits may baffle outsiders, the musical and practical skills it provides make 

music majors favorable employment candidates.   

 Music performance students encounter misconceptions they must overcome to achieve 

music school success. One Vatne interviewee “felt that some outsiders saw music as a major for 

those who lacked the facility for math or for medicine” (160). He asserted, “‘It’s not just hangin’ out 

and singing campfire songs; it’s actually a significant study that you continually hone”’(Caleb qtd. in 

Vatne 160-161). With one hundred percent of interviewees claiming that outsiders confuse the 

performance degree’s nature, Vatne’s data substantiates Lee’s mention of the “unfortunate stigma” 

music students face in university settings (160-161; 53). Conversely, fifteen of the sixteen students 

used “emotional language” in describing a musical experience aspect (Vatne 228). This evidence 

suggests performance students’ love for music, leading them to pursue the degree despite its flaws.                

Entering the workforce, performance majors tune a delicate balance between musicality and 

practicality. Asserting that “the giving hearts of these students, in a day in which me-centeredness 

pervades our society, is warming,” Vatne “hope[s] that [they] will take music not only to the concert 

halls … but also to those who can not come to traditional venues” (236). Using their performance 

abilities and their workforce skills, music majors can help the world find the pitch’s perfect center.     
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